
6' length of unistrut

Typically 1.9 X screen width: 
verify mounting location with 

UITS Classroom Technology Services

Screen 

Installed Technology 
Projector Mounting Detail

NOTE:  If there are obstructions 
at the preferred location, 

projector mount location can be 
located back 1 foot but forward 

no more than 6".

Single unistrut for Small projectors

Unistrut frame for Large projectors

Unistrut frame mounted O.C. to screen

The Projector mounting infrastructure consists of a length of unistrut fastened to the ceiling pad, a pipe flange which attaches to 
the unistrut, and a 1 ½” threaded pipe which attaches to the flange and extends down to 2 in. below the finished ceiling. A single 
length of unistrut is used in most cases, however a unistrut frame is required in rooms with a larger seating capacity (and using a 
larger projector) or in other special circumstances. The unistrut or unistrut frame is centered to the white viewable portion of the 
screen.  If there are obstacles in the ceiling that prevent the unistrut from being attached directly to the ceiling pad, then threaded 
rod can be used to straddle the obstacle; however, angled bracing is required to ensure the unistrut is completely rigid and free 
of vibrations.

Plenum cabling is typically used for the AV installation and a duplex receptacle, an information outlet, and a 2" bushing for 
plenum cabling are installed within 6 in. of the mounting pole. When a non-accessible ceiling is specified, a cable pathway 
complete from AV closet to projector is required.

Attach the mounting flange here (Bretford # TVCM-BK)
Install a 2" feedthrough bushing within 6" of pole for AV cabling
Install a duplex receptacle within 6" of pole
Optional Install a 1-port IU Information Outlet within 6" of pole 

View of ceiling tiles at projector mount
The projector pole 

should extend 2" below 
the finished ceiling

Locate the 2" Bushing 
and the duplex 

receptacle in an adjacent 
tile and within 6 inches of 

pole.

Projector mounting bracket 
Chief # CMA 115
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Plan view

Projector
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Elevation 
view

Projector

there should be no obstacles such as hanging 
light fixtures in the path of the projected image

Finished ceiling

there should be no obstacles such as 
hanging light fixtures in the path of the 

projected image

Distance from floor
to bottom of screen:  

42" minimum    48" preferred

Unistrut is mounted 
perpendicular to screen, 

centered to viewable area of 
screen, typically at a distance 

of 1.9 X screen width:
Verify mounting location with 
UITS Classroom Technology 

Services 

Mounting flange is 
attached O.C. to 

unistrut

1 ½” pipe mounts to 
flange and extends 2" 
below finished ceiling 

(or no more than 2 feet 
above top of screen in 

high ceiling rooms) 

For electric screens, 
consult manufacturer’s specifications.

For manual screens, blocking is typically 
installed at the screen mounting location 

sufficient to support 50 -100 lbs. 

In rooms of up to 10 ft. ceiling height, 
the screen is typically mounted 
as close to the finished ceiling 

as possible 

blocking

When a 
markerboard is 

located behind the 
screen, 6" standoff 
mounting brackets 

are used

Lighting fixtures within
8 ft. of any part of the screen 

should be controlled 
by a separate switch
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Coordinate location of all boxes with UITS Classroom 
Technology Services

Note that this drawing represents a room with an 
accessible drop-ceiling.

If ceiling is inaccessible, conduit will be needed for 
AV cabling and audio speakers

Projector

20 AMP Dedicated 
Circuit for AV 
equipment and 
projector

6 ft. of flex to a single gang electrical box 
receptacle to be mounted flush with finished 
ceiling.  Locate within 8" of proj. mounting pole, 
preferably in a ceiling adjacent to the one 
containing the pole..

To IDF

Single gang Data Jack to 
be installed on ceiling

Duplex power receptacle
(1) gang electrical box

2 inch grommet or bushing in 
ceiling tile for AV cabling. 

AV cabling to be plenum rated. No conduit 

needed

Installed Projection Technology
Conduit requirements

(with accessible ceiling)
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Program audio speakers are typically connected with plenum 
cable above the ceiling tiles and no conduit is necessary.

Coordinate location with UITS Classroom Technology Services. 
16 gauge sheet metal blocking 18” x 18” should be installed 

directly above and below the program speaker box. This 
specification should be referenced on the architectural as well 

as electrical drawing.
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These devices to be mounted within 6" of 
projector mounting pole

     (1) IP  Phone jack 
       at standard 
  wall phone height

 IU Information Outlet
       with 2 ports

FSR # PWB-250 junction box
With: 
(2)  1 1/2” conduits stubbed out

above finished ceiling
(1) duplex power receptacle
(1) IU information outlet
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